DON'T LET A BATTERY STOP YOU

RETAIL STOREFRONT

REPAIR CENTERS
“The Cadex analyzers provide the competitive edge of the best service in the business: immediate in-the-store resolution of technical problems for our customers.”

Jeff Sorrels
Special Project Manager, Sprint

“We are very pleased with the level of performance of the C7000 and do not know if any other analyzers that can come close to doing the job. They have become an integral part of our quality control system.”

Karl Hammond
Service Engineer, Nokia
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WHY CADEX ELECTRONICS

For over 35 years, Cadex Electronics has been at the leading edge of battery technology. Serving customers in over 100 countries globally, our world-class team empowers local and global clients to get the most out of their mobile power applications, from our advanced chargers, programmable analyzers, and comprehensive lifecycle mismanagement technologies.

With Headquarters in Vancouver, Canada, and a presence in the USA and Germany, we strive to help the world reduce its dependence on fossil fuels.

WHY BATTERY MAINTENANCE

A proper battery maintenance system increases reliability and lowers operating costs of portable radios, scanners, tablets and delivery drones in warehouse and logistics environments.

- Custom Battery Packs
- Universal Conditioning Chargers
- Battery Lifecycle Management

Drive Revenue & Cost Savings
Extend the life of the batteries and reduce your battery replacement rate

Safety
Rely on your portable communication tools, body cameras and UAVs

Reliability
Reliable battery power for your handheld devices

Efficiency
Reduce downtime and increase efficiency
The 2-bay C7200 and the 4-bay C7400 battery analyzers perform a fast 30 second test, full capacity testing as well as revive batteries that are in sleep state.

Automated programs support all your battery needs with 18 available service programs.

- Suitable for Li-Ion and LiPo batteries
- Supports Cellphones, Radios, flashlights, and other portable equipment

Keep track of your fleet of batteries, run Quality reports and service large quantities of batteries. All from the Cadex BatteryShop™ software with a database of 3,000+ batteries

Print service reports or service labels to attach to the batteries to simplify battery management. With Autoprint, a label will print when the battery is removed.

REPAIR CENTERS
- Complete battery portfolio: Cellphones, Tablets, Computers and Cameras
- For Reverse Logistics Programs, or over-the-counter Repair Service
- Rapid analysis and full capacity testing, all in one
RETAIL STOREFRONTS

Increase customer satisfaction with on-the-spot battery diagnosis

$\$\$
Reduce costs by reducing no-fault-found phone charges and free battery giveaways

Increase revenue through added accessory sales

C5 100B Battery Analyzer

Storefront battery analyzer that allows your non-technical staff to test smartphone batteries from 500 – 4,000 mAh with minimum training.

The embedded Quicksort™ program measures battery State-of-Health using patented Cadex technology, and classifies them as "Good" or "Poor".

With the SnapLock™ adapter system, you can use over 3,200 battery adapters for virtually all your batteries.

4 Minute Quicksort™

Adapters for Embedded & Removable Batteries
DON'T LET A BATTERY STOP YOU
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